ALL A TWITTER© PANEL QUILT

34" x 46" Wall Quilt
Pattern by Pearl Krush

featuring ALL A TWITTER© Fabrics by Pearl Krush of Pearl Louise Design
from the Riverwoods by Troy Collection

Troy Corporation
2701 N Normandy Ave – Chicago, IL 60707
1-800-888-2400  1-773-804-9600  Fax: 1-773-804-0906
www.Troy-Corp.com  www.RiverwoodsByTroy.com
All A Twitter© Panel Wall Quilt
Pattern By Pearl Krush

featuring All A Twitter© fabrics by Pearl Krush of Pearl Louise Design from the Riverwoods by Troy Collection
(Finished size approximately 34” x 46”)

Supplies
One All A Twitter© Panel SKU #1370
Thirty Four 5” Squares (Charms) All A Twitter Prints SKUs:
  1372/2 Bubblicious Basic Blue
  1372/3 Bubblicious Basic Green
  1372/4 Bubblicious Basic Pink
  1372/1 Bubblicious Basic Yellow
  1373/1 Circles on Yellow
  1373/2 Circles on Blue
  1373/3 Circles on Pink
  1373/4 Circles on Green
  1373/5 Cream Double Bubbles
  1375/1 Swirly Dots on Yellow
  1375/2 Swirly Dots on Blue
  1375/3 Swirly Dots on Pink
  1375/4 Swirly Dots on Green
  1376/1 Tossed Designs on Bubblicious Yellow
  1376/2 Tossed Designs on Bubblicious Blue
  1376/3 Tossed Designs on Bubblicious Green,
  1376/4 Tossed Designs on Bubblicious Pink
  1376/5 Tossed Designs on Bubblicious Buttermilk
1 Yard Crazy Quilt (First & Last Border & Binding) SKU #1371
1-1/4 Yard Cream Print (Backing) SKU #1372/5 Bubblicious Basic Buttermilk
38” X 50” Batting
Basic Sewing Supplies

Cutting Instructions
WOF = Width of Fabric
1. Trim the panel to measure 22-1/2” X 34-1/2”
2. Trim all of the Charm Squares to measure 4-1/2”.
3. From the Crazy Quilt Print, Cut:
   Ten 1-1/2” X WOF Strips
   Five 2-1/2” X WOF Strips (Binding)

Piecing Instructions
1. With right sides together, sew Two Sets of Six Charms together end to end. Press.
   Repeat and sew Two Sets of Eleven Charm Squares together. Lay to the side.
2. With right sides together, sew the 1-1/2” X WOF Crazy Quilt Print Strips together end to end. Press.
3. Sew a 1-1/2” Crazy Quilt Border to the sides of the panel. Trim to fit. Repeat on the top and bottom. Press.
4. Place a Six Charm set Border right sides together on the quilt top. Sew in place. Repeat on the bottom.
5. With right sides together, sew the Eleven Charm Set Borders onto the sides of the quilt. Press.
6. Sew a 1 1/2” Crazy Quilt Border to the top and bottom of the panel. Trim to fit. Repeat on the sides. Press.
7. Layer, Quilt and bind as desired.

Enjoy!